Abstract. A nonconforming penalty method for a two-dimensional curl-curl problem is studied in this paper. It uses weakly continuous P 1 vector fields and penalizes the local divergence. Two consistency terms involving the jumps of the vector fields across element boundaries are also included to ensure the convergence of the scheme. Optimal convergence rates (up to an arbitrary positive ) in both the energy norm and the L 2 norm are established on graded meshes. This scheme can also be used in the computation of Maxwell eigenvalues without generating spurious eigenmodes. The theoretical results are confirmed by numerical experiments.
Introduction
Let Ω ⊂ R 2 be a bounded polygonal domain. We consider the following curl-curl problem in this paper. 2 . Here the function spaces H 0 (curl; Ω) and H(div 0 ; Ω) are defined by
where n is the unit outer normal along ∂Ω, and
A related eigenproblem is to find (λ,ů) ∈ R×[H 0 (curl; Ω)∩H(div 0 ; Ω)] such thatů = 0 and (1.2) (∇ ×ů, ∇ × v) = λ(ů, v) ∀ v ∈ H 0 (curl; Ω) ∩ H(div 0 ; Ω).
Since H 0 (curl; Ω) ∩ H(div 0 ; Ω) is compactly embedded in [L 2 (Ω)] 2 (cf. [20] ), it follows from the Fredholm theory that (1.2) has nontrivial solutions for a sequence of nonnegative numbers (Maxwell eigenvalues) λ j (j ≥ 1) such that λ j ↑ ∞ as j ↑ ∞. The problem (1.1) is well-posed if α = −λ j for j ≥ 1, and we assume this is the case throughout the paper. It is also easy to check that the strong (distributional) form of (1.1) is
where Q is the orthogonal projection from [L 2 (Ω)] 2 onto H(div 0 ; Ω). The curl-curl problem (1.1) is related to the time-harmonic (frequencydomain) Maxwell equations when α ≤ 0 and the time-dependent (timedomain) Maxwell equations when α > 0. Historically, since it is difficult to construct finite element spaces that are subspaces of H 0 (curl; Ω) ∩ H(div 0 ; Ω), the numerical solution of (1.1) has not been considered, even though ∇ ·ů = 0 is a desired feature in many electromagnetic problems. Instead, the curl-curl problem is posed on H 0 (curl; Ω) and solved numerically by H(curl; Ω) conforming finite elements [35, 36, 11, 27, 32, 34] . See also [10, 5, 26, 3, 4, 22, 24, 19, 30, 31, 28, 29, 13, 12] for other approaches to the curl-curl problem.
In a recent paper [16] , we solved (1.1) using the locally divergencefree weakly continuous P 1 vector fields of Crouzeix-Raviart [25] and techniques from discontinuous Galerkin methods. However, for a domain Ω that is not simply connected, the space of locally divergence-free weakly continuous P 1 vector fields does not have a completely local basis. To overcome this difficulty, we introduced in [15] an interior penalty method using locally divergence-free discontinuous P 1 vector fields. In this paper we consider a different approach: instead of giving up the weak continuity of the discrete vector fields, we abandon the locally divergence-free condition and replace it by a penalty term involving the local divergence of the weakly continuous P 1 vector fields. The analysis of the new scheme is greatly facilitated by its connections to the schemes in [16, 15] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We introduce the numerical scheme in Section 2, which is then analyzed in Section 3. Application to the Maxwell eigenproblem is discussed in Section 4. The results of numerical experiments are presented in Section 5, followed by some concluding remarks in Section 6.
The Numerical Scheme
Let T h be a graded triangular mesh of Ω such that
where h T = diam T , h = max T ∈T h T , and the weight Φ µ (T ) is defined as follows:
Here c 1 , . . . , c L are the corners of Ω, c T is the center of
is the vector containing the grading parameters, and the constants in the equivalence (2.1) are independent of h. Techniques for the construction of T h can be found for example in [1, 2, 14, 8] .
The following choice of the grading parameters is dictated by the behavior of the solution of (1.1):
where ω is the interior angle at the corner c . In other words, grading is needed around any corner whose angle is larger than a right angle, which is different from the grading strategy for the Laplace operator, where grading is needed only around re-entrant corners. This is due to the fact that the singularity of the solution of (1.1) is one order more severe than the singularity of the solution of the Poisson problem for the Laplace operator [9, 6, 23, 21] .
Let V h be the space of weakly continuous P 1 vector fields associated with T h that respect the perfectly conducting boundary condition. More precisely,
the midpoints of the interior edges of T h , and the tangential component of v vanishes at the midpoints of the boundary edges}.
Since the discrete vector fields in V h are discontinuous in general, we need the piecewise curl and div operators defined by h (the set of interior edges of T h ) be shared by the triangles T e,1 , T e,2 ∈ T h and n 1 (resp. n 2 ) be the unit normal of e pointing towards the outside of T e,1 (resp. T e,2 ). We define on e
For an edge e ∈ E b h (the set of boundary edges of T h ), we take n e to be the unit normal of e pointing towards the outside of Ω and define on e
The numerical scheme is:
|e| denotes the length of the edge e, the weight Φ µ (e) is defined by
and m e denotes the midpoint of the edge e.
Remark 2.1. The two terms in (2.8) involving the jumps of the discrete vector fields across the edges are necessary for controlling the consistency error. The scheme without these terms is stable but not convergent (cf. the numerical results in Table 5 .3 below). This is different from solving the Poisson problem for the Laplace operator by weakly continuous P 1 functions [18] , where such terms are not needed. This is due to the fact that locally the norm of H(Curl) ∩ H(div) is too weak to control the jumps even with the weak continuity of the vector fields in V h .
Remark 2.2. The inclusion of the edge weight comes from the consideration of the regularity/singularity ofů at the corners. The edge weight Φ µ (e) is closely related to the weight Φ µ (T ) defined in (2.2). Indeed, we have
where the constants in the equivalence depend only on the minimum angle in T h . The relation (2.10) plays an important role in ensuring optimal convergence in both the energy and the L 2 norm.
The advantage of using weakly continuous P 1 vector fields is due to the existence of a good interpolation operator
2 by the formula
where e 1 , e 2 and e 3 are the three edges of T . According to the trace theorem, the operator Π T is well-defined as long as s > 1/2. Moreover, we have the following interpolation estimate [25] :
, where the positive constant C T depends on the minimum angle of T (and also on s when s is close to 1/2).
Since
2 for some s > 1/2 (cf. e.g. [34] ), we can piece together the local interpolation operator to define the global interpolation operator Π h by
Note that (2.11) implies Π h ζ is continuous at the midpoints of the interior edges of T h and the tangential component of Π h ζ vanishes at the midpoints of the boundary edges. Hence Π h maps the space H 0 (curl; Ω)∩H(div 0 ; Ω) into V h . Moreover it follows from the midpoint rule that
for any edge e of T ∈ T h , which together with the Greens' theorem implies
This means, in view of (2.4), that
0 is the L 2 orthogonal projection onto the space of piecewise constant functions associated with T h . The commutative relations in (2.13) indicate that we have good control for both the curl operator and the div operator, which explains why it is feasible to solve (1.1) using V h .
Convergence Analysis
Since the scheme (2.7) is closely related to the schemes in [16] and [15] , its convergence analysis can be carried out as in [16, 15] with only minor modifications.
We will measure the discretization error in both the L 2 norm and the mesh-dependent energy norm · h defined by
Observe that a h (·, ·) is bounded by the energy norm:
For α > 0, a h (·, ·) is also coercive with respect to · h , i.e.,
In this case the discrete problem is well-posed and we have the following abstract error estimate, whose proof is identical with the proof of Lemma 3.5 in [15] .
For α ≤ 0, we have the following Gårding (in)equality:
In this case the discrete problem is indefinite and the following lemma provides an abstract error estimate for the scheme (2.7) under the assumption that it has a solution. Its proof is identical with that of Lemma 3.6 in [15] .
From here on we consider α to be fixed and drop the dependence on α in our estimates.
Remark 3.3. The first term on the right-hand sides of (3.2) and (3.3) measures the approximation property of the finite element space V h , the second term measures the error due to the nonconforming nature of the scheme, and the third term on the right-hand side of (3.3) addresses the indefiniteness of (2.7) when α ≤ 0.
Since ∇ ·ů = 0 implies ∇ h · (Π hů ) = 0 because of (2.13), we have
The terms on the right-hand side of (3.4) are identical with the terms that appear in the energy norm associated with the scheme in [16] . Therefore we have the following result on the approximation property of V h , whose proof can be found in Lemma 5.1, Lemma 5.2 and Lemma 6.1 of [16] .
Lemma 3.4. Letů ∈ H 0 (curl; Ω) ∩ H(div 0 ; Ω) be the solution of (1.1). For any > 0 there exists a positive constant C independent of h and f such that
From here on we will use C (with or without subscripts) to denote a generic positive constant independent of h that can take different values at different appearances.
Remark 3.5. The proof of Lemma 3.4 is based on the regularity of the solutionů of (1.1), the inclusion of the edge weight Φ µ (e) in (2.8), properties (2.12) and (2.13) of the interpolation operator Π h , and properties (2.1) and (2.3) of the graded meshes T h . In [16] we focused on the case where α ≤ 0. Since the regularity of the solutionů does not depend on the sign of α, the results in [16] carry over to general α.
Next we consider the consistency error, the analysis of which requires two preliminary estimates. The first one, which follows from the trace theorem with scaling, is identical with Lemma 5.3 in [16] .
Lemma 3.6. There exists a positive constant C depending only on the shape regularity of T h such that
is the mean of η over T e , one of the triangles in T h that has e as an edge.
Recall that Q is the L 2 orthogonal projection operator onto H(div 0 ; Ω). The following result is useful in addressing the consistency error caused by the appearance of Q in (1.3).
Lemma 3.7. The following estimate holds:
2 , we have the following duality formula:
It follows from integration by parts and (2.5) that
In view of (3.1) and the Poincaré-Friedrichs inequality, we have
vanishes at the midpoints of the interior edges, using the midpoint rule we can write
whereη Te is the mean of η on T e , one of the triangles in T h containing e as an edge. It then follows from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, (3.1) and Lemma 3.6 that
The estimate (3.6) follows from (3.7)-(3.10).
With Lemma 3.6 and Lemma 3.7 in hand, the following result is proved in exactly the same way as Lemma 6.2 of [16] .
Finally, we can establish the following L 2 estimate using a standard duality argument. The proof is identical with that of Lemma 6.5 in [16] .
Lemma 3.9. Letů ∈ H 0 (curl; Ω) ∩ H(div 0 ; Ω) be the solution of (1.1)
Remark 3.10. The fact that the problem (
greatly simplifies the duality argument. In particular, the (continuous or discrete) Helmholtz decomposition is not needed.
In the case where α > 0, the following convergence theorem follows immediately from Lemma 3.1, Lemma 3.4, Lemma 3.8 and Lemma 3.9.
Theorem 3.11. Let α be positive. The following estimates hold for the solutionů h of (2.7):
In the case where α ≤ 0, we have the following convergence theorem for the scheme (2.7). The proof, which is based on Lemma 3.2, Lemma 3.4, Lemma 3.8, Lemma 3.9 and the approach of Schatz [37] for indefinite problems, is identical with the proof of Theorem 4.5 in [15] . Theorem 3.12. Assume that −α ≥ 0 is not a Maxwell eigenvalue. There exists a positive number h * such that the discrete problem (2.7) is uniquely solvable for all h ≤ h * , in which case the following discretization error estimates are valid:
for any > 0.
Application to the Maxwell Eigenproblem
We can find approximate solutions to the Maxwell eigenproblem (1.2) by solving the following discrete eigenproblem.
2 be the solution operator of the curl-curl problem define by
2 be the discrete solution operator defined by
where a h,1 (·, ·) is defined by (2.8) with α = 1. Then T h is a symmetric finite rank operator and (λ h ,ů h ) ∈ R × V h satisfies (4.1) if and only if (4.3)
It follows from Theorem 3.11 that
Because of the uniform convergence of T h to T described by (4.4), we can apply the classical theory of spectral approximation [33, 7] to prove the convergence of the eigenvalues (resp. eigenfunctions) of T h to the eigenvalues (resp. eigenfunctions) of T . The convergence of the eigenvalues (resp. eigenfunctions) of (4.1) to the eigenvalues (resp. eigenfunctions) of (1.2) then follows from (4.2) and (4.3). The proof of the following theorem is identical with the proof of Theorem 5.1 in [15] .
. . be the eigenvalues of (1.2), λ = λ j = λ j+1 = · · · = λ j+m−1 be an eigenvalue with multiplicity m, and V λ ⊂ H 0 (curl; Ω) ∩ H(div 0 ; Ω) be the corresponding m dimensional eigenspace. Let λ h,1 ≤ λ h,2 ≤ . . . be the eigenvalues of (4.1). Then, as h ↓ 0, we have
Furthermore, if V h,λ ⊂ V h is the space spanned by the eigenfunctions corresponding to λ h,j , . . . , λ h,j+m−1 , then the gap between V λ and V h,λ goes to zero at the rate of C h 2− in the L 2 norm and at the rate of C h 1− in the norm · h .
In particular, our scheme does not generate any spurious eigenmode.
Numerical Experiments
In this section we report the results of a series of numerical experiments that confirm our theoretical results. Besides the errors in the L 2 norm · L 2 (Ω) and the energy norm · h , we also include the errors in the semi-norm | · | curl defined by
5.1. Source Problem. We first demonstrate the performance of our scheme for the source problem in this subsection.
In the first experiment we examine the convergence behavior of our numerical scheme on the square domain (0, 0.5) 2 with uniform meshes, where the exact solution is
The results are tabulated in Table 5 .1 where α = k 2 for k = 0, 1 and 10, and in Table 5 .2 where α = −k 2 for k = 1 and 10. They show that the method proposed in this paper is second order accurate in the L 2 norm and first order accurate in the energy norm, which agree with the error estimates in Theorem 3.11 and Theorem 3.12. Table 5 .2. Convergence of the scheme on the square (0, 0.5) 2 for α = −k 2 , with uniform meshes and the exact solution given by (5.1). In the second experiment we check the behavior of the scheme (2.7) without the consistency terms. The results in Table 5 .3 show that these consistency terms are necessary for the convergence of the proposed scheme. Table 5 .3. Errors of the scheme without the consistency terms on the squares (0, 0.5) 2 , with uniform meshes and the exact solution given by (5.1) with k = 1. The third experiment demonstrates the convergence behavior of our scheme on the L-shaped domain (−0.5, 0.5)
The exact solution is chosen to be The meshes are graded around the re-entrant corner with the grading parameter equal to 1/3. The results are tabulated in Table 5 .4 and they agree with the error estimates for our scheme. That is, the scheme is second order accurate in the L 2 norm and first order accurate in the energy norm.
Remark 5.1. In the case where α < 0, the results of the experiments in this subsection are almost identical with those computed by the scheme in [16] . In all of the plots, the symbol "o" on the right denotes the exact eigenvalue, and "(2)" indicates that the multiplicity of the eigenvalue is 2. The first example concerns the eigenvalue problem on the square domain (0, π) 2 . For this case, the exact eigenvalues are r 2 + s 2 , r, s = 0, 1, 2, 3, · · · , with r 2 + s 2 = 0. For instance, the first ten values are 1, 1, 2, 4, 4, 5, 5, 8, 9, 9. The computation is performed with uniform meshes. Figure 5 .1 shows the first twenty numerical eigenvalues versus the parameter n = π/h, and one can see the eigenvalues are well resolved even when the meshes are still coarse. Furthermore, the numerical eigenvalues are second order accurate (see Table 5 .5) and there is no spurious eigenvalue.
In the second example, the eigenvalues for the L-shaped domain (−0.5, 0. eig1  eig2  eig3  eig4  eig5  eig6  eig7  eig8  eig9  eig10  eig11  eig12  eig13  eig14  eig15  eig16  eig17  eig18  eig19  eig20 the re-entrant corner with the grading parameter equal to 1/3. Table 5.6 contains the first five numerical eigenvalues which show second order convergence of our method. This agrees with our analysis. The "exact eigenvalues" in the table are derived from the Maxwell eigenproblem benchmark of Monique Dauge ( http://perso.univ-rennes1.fr/ monique.dauge/core/index.html). In Figure 5 .2, we plot the first ten numerical eigenvalues versus the parameter n = 1/2h. Again, there is no spurious eigenvalue. 
Concluding Remarks
The numerical scheme in this paper is the third one we developed for the curl-curl problem posed on the space H 0 (curl; Ω) ∩ H(div 0 ; Ω). The scheme in [16] uses the smallest number of degrees of freedom (≈ 2 × number of triangles in T h ), but the finite element space involved does not have a completely local basis when the domain is not simply connected. The scheme in the current paper uses a larger number of degrees of freedom (≈ 3 × number of triangles in T h ), but it has a local basis for general domains. The scheme in [15] uses even more degrees of freedom (≈ 5 × number of triangles in T h ), but it has a local basis for general domains and can also handle nonconforming meshes. All three schemes can be used in the computation of Maxwell eigenvalues without generating any spurious eigenmode. The numerical properties of these three schemes as Maxwell eigensolvers are further studied in [17] .
The condition numbers of the discrete systems resulting from our schemes behave like the condition numbers of fourth order problems. It is therefore important to develop fast solvers for these methods. This is currently under investigation.
